COSTING GROUP MEETING EVALUATION (HRT1302B)
Brisbane 7-8 March 2013
The Clinical Costing group met in Brisbane on 7-8 March to review data for the 2011/12 financial year
and plan for the current financial year. For the first time, we provided separate reports for Emergency
presentations and ambulatory care activity in addition to inpatient costing. James Downie, from IHPA,
provided a keynote speech outlining the pricing program for the 2013/14 financial year. The evaluations
from the meeting were very positive, with 100% of the respondents agreeing that the meeting met their
expectations, that the data reports were useful, that they received professional support from the
Roundtable team, and that the guest speakers were useful. The only negative amongst the evaluations
was a concern about the venue and audio quality from several respondents. These are being reviewed
with the hotel (Novotel Brisbane).
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1. Met Expectations
2. Major priority for hospital
3. Prepared to Implement
4. Useful Insights Gained
5. Adequate Roundtable
Time
6. Useful Data Reports
7. Appropriate Venue
8. Professional Support
9. Useful guest speakers
10. Worth attending

Key Statements

1. This meeting met or exceeded my
expectations

Rating

Comment

4.4





2. Improving financial performance is a
major priority for our health service

4.9



3. I feel prepared to implement at least
one of the ideas discussed at the
workshop
4. Other participating health services
provided useful insights and advice

4.2



Improving coding accuracy , data
accuracy, and availability

4.5



Very useful.
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Very good.
A good overview of the issues
Disappointing number of NZ data so
not as useful as it could be. Shame as
it is the most comprehensive
presentation of cost data I’ve seen.
Self-evident
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during the meeting
5. The session provided adequate time
to discuss key ideas and plans
6. The data reports and analysis are
(will be) useful to me
7. The venue and location were
appropriate for this meeting

4.5



4.5



Looking forward to refreshed reports.

4.3




Very cold.
Hotel nothing special. Room too
stuffy; acoustics a problem. Food not
very good or hearty.
I’m from Perth.
As expected.
Excellent.





8. The Health Roundtable staff
provided professional help and support
for this meeting
4.5
9. The guest speakers provided useful
 Useful.
ideas.
4.5
10. Overall, it was a good use of my
 Thoroughly enjoyable.
time to attend this meeting.
General suggestions on how to improve the next meeting:
I’ll be interested to know how some states are going to transcend to the national model when they
appear (to varying degrees) to be significantly deviated from it. Is anyone asking why we are not
transitioning straight over now?
Chilled/ice water not luke warm tap water
Different venue with free WIFI with no restrictions, better food, PC’s not Apple, Bigger projection screen
4.8

(We were unable to decipher the remaining comments)
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